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Extract3iz 


Get any section of a file.3iz 


 


 


Get any section of a file.3iz 


extract3iz.py extracts the requested section(s) from a file.3iz. It creates a new file 


for each extracted section, named file_01.3iz, file_02.3iz, etc…, file_07.3iz. 


It gets the information of the requested section even if a file is too huge to be displayed. 


Note that file_06.3ri and file_07.3ri (with RI values) can be created too. 


Use: 
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charsuiv 


Character history for biogeographic analysis 


 


Character history 


charsuiv generates the list(*) of taxa cladogram supporting the area cladogram 


(intersection tree of all optimal area cladograms). 


Use:  


 


Option: Details of the 3is gives the taxa cladogram relationships supporting the  


              nodes of the intersection tree. 


 (*) the output file format is described in the “Biogeography analysis” documentation 
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3ia 


- Branch-and-bound searches 


- Premise to heuristic searches 


 


Branch and bound searches 


 


3ia performs branch-and-bound searches (from character relationships, i.e. 3is for “three-item 


statements”). It calculates the intersection tree from all optimal trees and calculates per-character Ri 


values. 


  


 


 


Use:  


Search  Search for the compatibility trees  Run  


3ia file.3ia file.3iz 


Option: -v outputs a detailed file.3iz (3ia -v file.3ia file.3iz) 


 


 


 


 


Verbose option may be activated through 
the "Configuration" menu of LisBeth 
interface. We recommend leaving the 


other options as default (e.g. using –I). 


They concern the research algorithms.  


A 


Option -0 


Branch-and-bound search 
Intersection tree reconstruction 
Per-character Ri values 
 


List of 3is and their fractional 


weights 


Outputs file .3iz  


file.3ia 
(taxa and characters) 


file .3iz completed  


file.3iz            file.3ri 
optimal trees   Ri values 
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Premise to heuristic searches 


LisBeth exports “taxon x 3is” matrices to other parsimony programs (such as PAUP* or TNT).  


3ia can be used to obtain the list of 3is and their fractional weights. 


Use:  


Search  Compute 3is and their fractional weights  Run 


3ia -0 file.3ia file.3iz 
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RI 


- Per-character RI values 


- Ri values for trees and/or characters from external sources 


 


 
 


In 3ia, the RI measures the proportion of elementary hypotheses of homology ( “three-item 
statements” – 3is) that are retained in the phylogenetic tree. Its formula is (Kitching et al, 
1998): 


Where: 


∑ FW
T is the sum of fractional weight for the 3is of the character that are present in the tree 


∑ FW
C 


is the fractional weight of every 3is of the character. 


 


Per-character Ri values 


ri.py calculates the per-character retention index (RI) values for each character (from a 


file.3ia) and each optimal tree (from a file.3iz). It outputs a “character x tree” table 


with RI values. 


Use:  
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Ri values for trees and/or characters from external sources 


ri.py calculates the retention index (RI) for any couple of rooted tree (e.g. character and 


tree from external souce) (*). 


Use:  


 
 
 


Option: ‘all taxa used” display a warning if a taxon within the tree is absent from any 


character. 
 
(*) the input file format is described in the “Retention Index” documentation. 
 


 
References 


Kitching I.J., Forey P.L., Christopher J., Humphries J. and Williams D.W. (1998) - Cladistics: 


the theory and practice of  parsimony analysis. Second edition. The Oxford University Press, 


Oxford. 
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3area 


- Biogeography 


- Polymorphism 


 


Biogeography 


3area creates biogeographic characters from taxa cladograms. Taxon-area 


cladograms (TACs) are automatically created from a list of taxa cladograms and a list of taxa 


distributions in one or more areas of endemism.  


From a specific file(*)
, 3area outputs a file.3ia which is the input for a three-item 


analysis (perform by 3ia program).  


The transparent method of Ebach et al. (2005) is applied to deal with widespread 


taxa. The paralogy-free subtree analysis (Nelson & Ladiges, 1996) is applied to deal with 


repeated areas. 


  


 


 


 


 


Use: 3area file.txt file.3ia 


(*) format of the input file is described in the “Biogeography analysis” documentation. 


Polymorphism 


Polymorphism generates taxa repetition within the characters. It is removed using the 


“paralogy-free subtree analysis” method (Nelson & Ladiges, 1996). 


 Use: 3area -2 file.3ia file_2.3ia 


Refer to the “Branch and bound” documentation for input file format. 


A 


Option -1 


Biogeographic 
characters 


Terminal taxa are replaced by the 
areas of endemism in which they 
occur 
 


B 


Outputs file .3ia  File .3ia completed 


Cladograms 
of taxa 


TAC
s 


 
       Transparent method 


Option -2 


 
    Paralogy-free subtree    


               analysis 
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References 


Ebach, M.C., Humphries, C.J., Newman, R.A., Williams, D.W. & Walsh, S.A. (2005) 


Assumption 2: Opaque to intuition? Journal of Biogeography, 32:781-787 


Nelson, G.J. & Ladiges, P.Y. (1996) Paralogy in cladistic biogeography and analysis 


of paralogy-free subtrees. American Museum Novitates, 3167:1-58 
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3iamatx 


Matrix import 


 


Matrix import 


3iamatx imports “taxon x character” matrices and convert them in hierarchical characters. 


The hierarchy of states (for each character) must be specified in an additional matrix line(*) 


(Cao et al., 2007). 


Use: 3iamatx < file.txt > file.3ia 


(*) the matrix file.txt format is described in the “Matrix import” documentation. 


References 


Cao, N., Zaragüeta Bagils R. & Vignes-Lebbe R. (2007). A hierarchical representation of the 


hypothesis of homology. Geodiversitas 29(1): 5-15. 
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3iaconvert  
 


- Export to PAUP* 


- Import from PAUP* 


- Export to TNT 


 


 


 Export to PAUP* 
 


3iaconvert.py exports a “taxon x 3is” matrix (3is from a file.3iz) in nexus format with 


addition of an “all 0” outgroup and commands to perform heuristic search and save trees in a 


file.tre. 


 


Use:  


 
 


 


 


 


Import from PAUP* 
 


3iaconvert.py imports the optimal trees stored in the file.tre created by PAUP and calculates 


their intersection tree. It removes the outgroup added during export. The imported trees can 
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directly be added in the original file.3iz or 3iaconvert.py can create a new output 


file.3iz. 


 


Use:  


 


Update the source file: import to the original file.3iz, instead of creating a new output file. 


 


Export to TNT 
 
3iaconvert.py exports a “taxon x 3is” matrix (3is from a file.3iz) in tnt format with addition 


of an “all 0” outgroup. The TNT1 option do not include commands in the output file.tnt. This file 


must be used with TNT interface. The TNT2 option adds commands regarding the required RAM 


and to perform heuristic search and to save trees in a file.tre. The output file.tnt can be used 


with the command-line version (e.g. when more RAM is required). 


 
Use:  
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Hold: maximum number of saved trees  


 


 
 
Hold: maximum number of saved trees  


Repl: number of replicates 
Hold per repl: maximum number of trees saved per each replicate 
Mxram: maximum number of RAM  


 


Import from TNT 
 


3iaconvert.py imports the optimal trees stored in the file.tre created by TNT and calculates 


their intersection tree. It removes the outgroup added during export. The imported trees can 
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directly be added in the original file.3iz or 3iaconvert.py can create a new output 


file.3iz. 


 


Use:  
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3iapr 


Intersection tree 


 


Intersection tree 


3iapr calculates the intersection tree from a list(*) of trees. 


Use: 3iapr –C < file.txt > file_out.txt 


(*) the input and output file format is described in the “Intersection tree, an alternative 


summary tree” documentation. 
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3iaout 


Character history 


 


Character history 


3iaout generates the list(*) of synapomorphies and homoplasies for each character (of a 


file.3ia), for each tree (of a file.3iz).  


Use:  


Operation  Interpretation mode  Run! 


3iaout interp file.3ia file.3iz > file.txt  


(*) the output file format is described in the “Character history” documentation 
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3ia.cfg 


 


3ia.cfg gives of a series of variable values. Default values are predefined by the program. 


However, their value may be manually modified by the user. Save changes as a text file 


without changing the name or the extension of the file. 


 


Syntax: 


 The symbol "#" indicates a comment. 


 Terms having the "$XXX" syntax specify the environment variable "XXX". The 


name may be delimited by a closing square bracket "]" if needed. 


Default values 


_______________ ___________________________________________________ 
# Higher floating fractional weights (FW) equals MAXPF 
# By default, MAXFPF=1000. 
#____________________________________________________ 
MAXFPF 1000 
#____________________________________________________ 
# If any exact FW value is higher than MAXIPF, floating 
# values are used. 
# By default, MAXIPF=0. 
#____________________________________________________ 
MAXIPF 0 
#____________________________________________________ 
# Name of the outgroup used for rooting 
# when exporting to Nexus or TNT format. 
#____________________________________________________ 
NEXUS_TAX0 Profil 
#____________________________________________________ 
# Name and path of the file containing the Nexus 
# syntax  
# By default, NEXUS_FILE="$DIR_FILES\nexus.mod". 
#____________________________________________________ 
NEXUS_FILE="$DIR_FILES\nexus.mod" 
#____________________________________________________ 
# Name and path of the file containing the syntax 
# used to generate the Component file. 
# By default, COMPT_FILE="$DIR_FILES\compt.mod". 
#____________________________________________________ 
COMPT_FILE="$DIR_FILES\compt.mod" 
#____________________________________________________ 
# Unix sed program or equivalent. 
# Par defaut, SED_PROG="sed". 
#____________________________________________________ 
SED_PROG minised.exe 
#____________________________________________________ 
# Path of the folder containing the files and models. 
#____________________________________________________ 
DIR_FILES $TTS_PKG\files 
#____________________________________________________ 
# Format of 3is. 
# p2/p4 p2: A(B C) p4: (A(B C)) 
# vg/bl comma/space as separator 
# By default, FORMAT="p4 bl". 
#____________________________________________________ 
FORMAT="p4 bl" 
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#____________________________________________________ 
# Precisions of RI values. 
# By default, RI_DEC=3. 
#____________________________________________________ 
RI_DEC=3 
#____________________________________________________ 
# Display of the % of progress of search. 
# The first value is the number of displayed figures. 
# The second (optional) is the number of thousands 
# of trees explored before refreshing the % value. 
# Default is: PROGRES="3 100" 
#____________________________________________________ 
PROGRES="3 100" 
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3iaxper 


Character import from Xper2 Knowledge Bases 


 


 


Character import from Xper
2
 Knowledge Bases 


3ixper imports taxa and characters from Xper2 (Ung et al., 2010) Knowledge Bases and 


convert them in hierarchical characters. The hierarchy of states (for each character) must be 


specified in an additional file KnowledgeBase.xpt(*). 


Use: 3iaxper  KnowledgeBase > file.3ia 


(*) the KnowledgeBase.xpt format is described in the “Character import from Xper2 


knowledge bases” documentation. It must have the same name than the other Xper2 


Knowledge Base files. 


 


References 


Ung V., Dubus G., Zaragüeta-Bagils R. & Vignes-Lebbe R., 2010. Xper²: introducing e-


Taxonomy. Bioinformatics, 26(5): 703-704. 


 


 





